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Abstract

The capability of the multiconfigurational restricted active space approach to iden-

tify electronic structure from spectral fingerprints is explored by applying it to iron

L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of three heme systems that represent the

limiting descriptions of iron in the Fe-O2 bond, ferrous and ferric [Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+

(P = porphine,ImH = imidazole), and FeII(P ). The level of agreement between exper-

imental and simulated spectral shapes is calculated using the cosine similarity, which

gives a quantitative and unbiased assignment. Further dimensions in fingerprinting are

obtained from the L-edge branching ratio, the integrated absorption intensity, and the

edge position. The results show how accurate ab initio simulations of metal L-edge

XAS can complement calculations of relative energies to identify unknown species in

chemical reactions.

Introduction

Reactions catalyzed by 3d-transition metals are important in a number of fields, including

photo- and electrocatalysis, biochemistry, and materials science.1–5 Mechanisms are often

described in terms of changes in oxidation state of the 3d metal, and in some cases also

changes in spin multiplicity or electronic state. Theoretical chemistry is frequently used to

predict mechanisms of chemical reactions. In most cases, this is done by calculating relative

stabilities, i.e., using the energy as the criterium to distinguish between alternative geometric

and electronic structures. Reliable predictions require that the errors are smaller than the

energy differences between different species. This is challenging for systems with small energy

gaps, as often encountered with transition metals. The total charge of a complex, which in

turn determines the metal oxidation state, can be even more difficult to assign from energy

considerations as electron affinities are strongly influenced by environmental effects.

Wider acceptance of theoretically predicted mechanisms therefore often requires spectro-

scopic verification of key intermediates. X-ray spectroscopy, due to its elemental specificity
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and sensitivity to the local valence electronic structure, is widely used to extract oxidation

and spin state of catalytic metals.1,3,5–9 Thanks to the high time resolution, X-rays can be

used to study intermediates in ultrafast chemical reactions.10 Metal L-edge (2p→3d exci-

tations) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) directly probes the 3d orbitals involved in

metal-ligand bonding and redox reactivity. Recent developments makes it possible to apply

this technique also to systems in solution and metal enzymes.4,11–15

Several observables can be used to analyze L-edge XAS spectra. The shape of the spec-

trum depends strongly on the electronic structure and has been used extensively to extract

detailed information about metal-ligand interactions.16–19 The incident energy reflects the

metal oxidation state, at least for relatively ionic complexes.6,8,17,20,21 The integrated absorp-

tion intensity is proportional to the number of holes and the metal-ligand covalency. Finally,

the edge is split into L3 and L2 edges by 2p spin-orbit coupling and the branching ratio

[I(L3)/I(L2 + L3)] is sensitive to the spin multiplicity in the initial state.22

Metal L-edge XAS spectra of open-shell systems are affected by both 3d-3d and 2p-

3d interactions, as well as 2p and 3d spin-orbit coupling. In addition to the electrons in

the open shells, there is also significant correlation with other occupied orbitals, especially

metal 3s and 3p.23,24 This complicates the mapping of electronic structure to spectral shape.

A standard modeling approach is the charge-transfer multiplet (CTM) method,25,26 which

has also been applied to heme systems.18,19,27 It includes parameters that are fitted to the

experimental spectrum, which makes it less suitable for predictive purposes. A number of

models without system-specific parameters have also been used to describe metal L-edge XAS

spectra of molecular systems.28–34 Multiconfigurational wavefunction approaches are well

suited to treat correlation in transition metal systems, among which the complete active space

is most widely used. X-ray processes typically involve only single core-orbital excitations,

which makes it convenient to use a restricted active space (RAS) wavefunction.35–37 In the

RAS approach, calculations can either be performed at the self-consistent field (RASSCF)

or at the second-order perturbation (RASPT2) level. RAS has been successfully applied
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to simulate L-edge XAS and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) of several transition

metal systems.4,30,38–43 However, the reliability of fingerprinting using RAS simulated spectra

has not been systematically explored.

Among the different variables that are typically used to characterize L-edge XAS spectra,

branching ratios, relative energies and integrated intensities are straightforward to calculate

and compare. However, the quality of the predicted spectral shapes have only been deter-

mined by visual inspection, which is a subjective measure that can be affected by expectation

bias. Here the accuracy of spectral shapes will instead be evaluated quantitatively using the

cosine similarity (CS). This measure, the cosine of the angle between two N-dimensional

vectors where N is the number of data points in the spectra, has previously been applied to

IR and UV/Vis spectra,44,45 but this is the first application to X-ray spectra.

This study will focus on metal L-edge XAS simulations of iron porphyrins. They are

cofactors in the important class of heme enzymes that include hemoglobin, cytochrome c

and cytochrome P450.46,47 Experimentally, the π → π∗ transitions in the porphyrin obscure

UV/Vis probes of the heme iron but Fe L-edge XAS has been successfully used to probe the

electronic structure of heme systems in solid,18,27 solution,48,49 and bound to surfaces.50,51

RAS simulations of heme L-edge XAS spectra have already been performed.52 These sim-

ulations targeted large models and used RASSCF with a minimum active space. Here the

target is to achieve better accuracy through the use of larger active spaces and RASPT2.

The modeling approach is explored for three iron porphyrin complexes, ferrous and ferric

Fe(P )(ImH)2 (P = porphine,ImH = imidazole), and FeII(P ), see Figure 1. The first

two have well-known electronic structures and will be used to establish the accuracy of the

simulations, and how to most clearly identify changes in oxidation state. Iron porphyrins

that lack axial ligands typically have triplet (S = 1) ground states, although more than one

electronic state can mix in through spin-orbit coupling.53–55 The presence of several low-lying

electronic states have made FeII(P ) a prominent example of the challenges to reliably assign

spin multiplicity from calculations of relative energies.24,56–71 The latest high-level complete
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Figure 1: Structures and coordinate system for FeII(P ) and [Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+.

active space (CAS) with second order perturbation (PT2) calculations, including coupled-

cluster corrections for the 3s3p correlation, predicts a triplet 0.2 kcal/mol more stable than

the quintet.70 As an alternative to more and more sophisticated energy calculations, this

paper will illustrate how spin state and symmetry can instead be assigned from simulations

of X-ray spectra.

Together, the selected complexes represent the three limiting descriptions of iron in Fe-O2

binding in hemoglobin.27 Comparing the results for all three systems will reveal how well

the RAS simulations can verify the electronic structure of the Fe-O2 system. At the same

time it will indicate how to best use the approach to identify reaction intermediates for a

wider range of transition-metal catalysts.

Methods

All experimental spectra are taken from reference.27 Data for the two six-coordinate com-

plexes were collected for FeII(TpivPP )(1 − MeIm)2 (TpivPP = meso-tetra(α,α,α,α-o-

pivalamidophenyl)porphyrin, 1-MeIm = 1-methylimidazole) (S = 0) and [FeIII(TPP )(ImH)2]Cl

(TPP = meso-tetraphenylporphyrin) (S = 1/2).72,73 For the four-coordinate FeII(P ) com-

plex, data for FeII(TpivPP ) have been used.27,73 Although many iron porphyrins without

axial ligands are triplets,53–55 the spin multiplicity of FeII(TpivPP ) in the solid state has
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been assigned, through Mössbauer spectroscopy and magnetic moment measurements, as a

quintet (S = 2).73 The quintet state is likely a result of crystal packing forces as the solvated

complex has a triplet state ground state.74–76

RAS simulations were performed using a development version of MOLCAS.77 All calcu-

lations are made using the bare porphine ligand without any peripheral substituent groups,

see Figure 1. This is motivated by the very small differences betwen FeII(TPP )(ImH)2 and

FeII(TpivPP )(1−MeIm)2 L-edge XAS spectra.27 Detailed computational comparisons of

the electronic structure of metal porphine and metal tetra-phenyl porphyrins showed that

electron affinities change by only 0.2 eV, while the relative energy of valence orbitals are

not affected.78 The substituent effects on iron-centered X-ray transitions should therefore

be small. Geometries were optimized using a mixture of DFT and CASPT2 methods. For

details, see Section 1 of the Supporting Information (SI). Deviations in iron-ligand distances

compared to experiment are less than 0.02 Å, and these deviations should only have minor

effects on the calculated spectra.79 The Fe(P )(ImH)2 complexes belong to the C2h point

group. The FeII(P ) complex to the D4h point group, although calculations are performed

using the Abelian D2h point group.

For all active spaces, the iron 2p orbitals are included in RAS1 allowing up to one

excitation. The core orbitals are the only ones in the active space with ungerade symmetry,

which makes it easy to generate core-excited states as they are the lowest states in the

ungerade irreducible representations. To avoid orbital rotation, i.e., that the hole appears in

a higher-lying orbital, the 2p orbitals have been frozen in the final states.

For FeII(P )(ImH)2 the RAS2 space was systematically designed, starting from a mini-

mal active space with only the five metal 3d-dominated orbitals, see Figure 2. For simplicity,

these orbitals will be labeled t2g and eg using the well-known Oh point group nomenclature,

to which the complexes approximately belong. From the minimal active space, two filled

ligand-dominated σ bonding orbitals are included, one in the porphyrin plane and one along

the imidazole axis, as they correlate strongly with the empty anti-bonding eg orbitals. The
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Figure 2: Schematic illustrations of the RAS active spaces. The standard active space of
FeII(P )(ImH)2 and [FeIII(P )(ImH)2]

+ (one electron less) is shown to the left with: (1)
RAS(12,1,0;3,5,0), (2) RAS(16,1,0;3,7,0), (3) RAS(16,1,0;3,10,0)). The alternative active
spaces of FeII(P )(ImH)2 with virtual orbitals in RAS3, allowing up to three excitations,
in the middle: (4) RAS(16,1,3;3,5,5) and (5) RAS(22,1,3;3,8,5) and (6) RAS(22,1,3;3,8,8).
The active space of FeII(P ) RAS(14,1,0;3,11,0) is shown to the right. Renderings of valence
orbitals are shown in SI Section 2.

next step is to include three empty orbitals that can correlate with the filled t2g orbitals.

These are, unless specifically commented, metal 4d orbitals that describe the double-shell

effect.59 These three active spaces are shown as 1-3 in Figure 2. RAS active spaces are

systematically labeled as RAS(n, l, m; i, j, k), where i, j, and k are the number of orbitals

in RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 spaces respectively, n is the total number of electrons in the

active space, l the maximum number of holes allowed in RAS1, and m the maximum num-

ber of electrons in RAS3. In this nomenclature, these active spaces are RAS(12,1,0;3,5,0),

RAS(16,1,0;3,7,0), and RAS(16,1,0;3,10,0).

To be able to further extend the size of the active space, alternative active spaces were

constructed with the virtual orbitals in the RAS3 space allowing up to three electrons, one

from the core-hole excitation and two more to describe electron correlation, see Figure 2. The

smallest of the alternative spaces has the same orbitals as the standard RAS(16,1,0;3,10,0)

to test the effects of the RAS3 approximation. In the next step, three filled ligand π or-

bitals are added to the active space. This choice was influenced by CTM simulations of
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FeII(P )(ImH)2, which show that the inclusion of π-donating orbitals are important to re-

produce spectral shape.18 Finally, three empty orbitals were added to describe correlation

among the ligand-dominated orbitals. These three active spaces are shown as 4-6 in Figure 2

and are formally written as RAS(16,1,3;3,5,5), RAS(22,1,3;3,8,5), and RAS(22,1,3;3,8,8).

Calculations of FeIII(P )(ImH)2 have only been performed using the standard active

space with ten valence orbitals, which gives RAS(15,1,0;3,10,0). The design of the FeII(P )

active space follows the same principle. In addition to the five metal 3d-dominated orbitals,

one porphyrin-dominated σ bonding orbital is included to correlate with the σ-antibonding

3dx2−y2 orbital. In the quintet (S = 2) state, all five 3d orbitals are at least partially occupied,

and therefore five additional correlating orbitals were added to the active space. This gives

a total of eleven valence orbitals and a RAS(14,1,0;3,11,0) active space, see Figure 2.

Orbital optimizations were performed using state-average RASSCF, performed separately

for each spin multiplicity and irreducible representation. To select relevant spin multiplicities,

the spin-selection rules of the electric dipole transitions (∆S = 0) and the selection rules

for the spin-orbit operator (∆S = 0,±1) were considered. For FeII(P )(ImH)2, which has

a singlet ground state, singlet and triplet final states were included. For FeIII(P )(ImH)2,

which has a doublet ground state, doublet and quartet final states were included. The

contribution from higher multiplicities through coupling with the intermediate spin states

are relatively small.21,79 For FeII(P ), where both triplet and quintet initial states were

considered, singlet, triplet and quintet final states were included. Here the contribution

from septets are small because they appear at lower energy than other states and do not mix

strongly.21,22

Due to the wide energy range of the L-edge XAS spectra, coupled with a high density

of states, a very large number of final states are required. At the same time, adding too

many states can negatively affect the shape of the active orbitals. This makes it difficult

to determine an optimum number of final states. Instead, the shape of the spectra as a

function of the number of final states have been monitored. A detailed listing of the number
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of states is given in SI Section 3. Unless otherwise stated, results are presented for the

largest number of states. For FeII(P )(ImH)2 this means 120 states each in au and bu for

the twp spin multiplicities, which gives a total of 480 final states. For [FeIII(P )(ImH)2]
+,

the corresponding numbers are 80 and 360. For FeII(P ), all quintet final states were used,

17 in au, 12 in b1u, b2u and b3u, together with 60 singlet and triplet final states in each

irreducible representation for a total of 533 states. The orbitals in the active space do

not change with the number of states, with the exception of FeII(P )(ImH)2 where one or

more ligand-dominated anti-bonding π∗ orbital enters the active space when 80 or more final

states per irreducible representation are used, similar to previous observation for the iron

hexacyanides.79 For this system, the orbital rotation did not lead to any significant changes

in spectral shape, but the changes in the active space with the number of states illustrate

the complexity of the state-average procedure.

Final energies were obtained with multistate RASPT2 including all states from the

RASSCF calculations.37 In the PT2 step, no excitations from core orbitals have been in-

cluded, with the exception of the iron 2p orbitals. To reduce problems with intruder states

an imaginary shift of 0.3 hartree has been applied throughout.80 The default ionization-

potential electron-affinity (IPEA) shift of 0.25 hartree has been used.81 In transition metal

complexes, including hemes, the value of the IPEA shift quite strongly affects the relative

energies of different states, in particular states with different spin.68,82 As there is no con-

sensus on the optimal value of this shift,82,83 the effect of varying the IPEA shift from 0.0

to 0.6 has been tested for the standard active space of FeII(P )(ImH)2. This gave only

minor changes in absolute energy and spectral shape, see SI Section 5.1. This is consistent

with previous experience that for systems with no major differences between RASSCF and

RASPT2 spectra, as is the case for all three systems discussed here (see SI Sections 5.1-

5.3), changing IPEA does not strongly affect the relative dynamic correlation contribution,

which is anyway small.79 For FeII(P )(ImH)2 the only visible difference is a small shift to

higher energies of the second peak in the L3 edge with larger IPEA shift. Increasing IPEA
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will systematically destabilize states with a higher spin with respect to states with a lower

spin, which suggests that the second peak has a relatively large contribution from triplet

final states. The value of the IPEA shift does affect the relative energies of different spin

states of FeII(P ).68 Fortunately, in the current fingerprinting approach the initial state is

not determined by calculated relative energies, which reduces the sensitivity to the IPEA

value.

Scalar relativistic effects have been included by using a second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess

Hamiltonian,84,85 in combination with the ANO-RCC basis set and the use of a Cholesky

decomposition approach to approximate the two-electron integrals.86–88 Due to the cost as-

sociated with calculating a large number of core-excited states, most calculations have been

performed with the ANO-RCC-VDZP basis set. This is considerably smaller than in previous

high-level energy calculations,68 but previous tests have shown the dependence of spectral

shape on the size of the basis set to be relatively small.79 Calculations of FeII(P ) spectra

using the larger ANO-RCC-VTZP show only minor effects on spectral shape, see SI Section

5.3.

Spin-orbit coupling is included by a RAS state-interaction (RASSI) approach.89,90 The

RASSI method is also used to calculate electric dipole oscillator strengths in the length

representation. In limited testing of transition metal L-edges, differences between length

and momentum representation were minor for spectral shape and branching ratio (less than

0.01). Final spectra are generated using a Lorentzian broadening with a full-width-at-half-

maximum (FWHM) of 0.4 and 0.8 eV for the L3 and L2 edges respectively, and convoluted

with an experimental Gaussian broadening of 0.4 eV.

The similarity between experimental and calculated spectral shapes are evaluated using

CS:

similarity = cos(θ) =
A ·B
‖A‖‖B‖

=

N∑
i=1

AiBi√√√√ N∑
i=1

A2
i

√√√√ N∑
i=1

B2
i

(1)
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where Ai and Bi are components of vector A and B respectively. For vectors without

negative values, the CS is between 0 and 1, with the latter value for perfect agreement. As

the the angle between two vectors is independent of their length, CS scores are independent of

any intensity scaling factors applied uniformly across the entire spectrum, which makes them

easily transferrable between data sets. A key limitation of the CS is that the measure cannot

handle peaks that are shifted in energy. The current RAS procedure typically underestimates

the L3-L2 split by ∼1 eV.41 A tentative explanation is that by not allowing for the core

orbital relaxation in the final states, the radial extension is too large, which in turn leads to

an underestimation of the spin-orbit coupling. It could also be a problem of the LS coupling

scheme, because it does not allow differences in the spatial extension of the j = 3/2 and

j = 1/2 holes. The error means that the L3 and L2 edges cannot be evaluated at the same

time. As the L3 edge is better resolved and easier to converge than the L2,79 the CS has

only been evaluated over the L3 edge (702.5-715.0 eV). The incident energies of the simulated

spectra are shifted to maximize the CS and, unless otherwise specified, absorption intensities

are scaled to match the integrated experimental intensity over the full edge. Scaling factors

and energy shifts for all simulations are given in SI Section 3.

Results

In this section we will analyse the accuracy of the RASPT2 approach for simulating L-

edge XAS spectra of the three target molecules. In the first part, the spectra of the two

[Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+ complexes will be analyzed to establish the expected accuracy of the

simulations. In the second part, different electronic states of FeII(P ) will be calculated to

show how the simulations can be used to separate states of different symmetry and spin

multiplicity.
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Fingerprints of oxidation states

FeII(P )(ImH)2 is a low-spin d6 complex with a singlet (S = 0) ground state. The exper-

imental XAS spectrum has a relatively sharp main L3 peak with a maximum at 708.2 eV

associated with excitations to the eg orbitals (Oh symmetry label), see Figure 3. On the

low-energy side there are shoulders at 706 and 707 eV and there is a small high-energy peak

at 710.1 eV. The L2 peak is at 720.1 eV and has a broad high-energy shoulder around 722

eV.
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Figure 3: Experimental and RASPT2 calculated spectra of FeII(P )(ImH)2 (left) and
[FeIII(P )(ImH)2]

+ (right) with cosine similarity (CS) scores.

The RASPT2 simulation using the standard RAS(16,1,0;3,10,0) active space reproduces

the major spectral features, the narrow main peak in the L3 edge, as well as the minor peak

at the high-energy side, although the relative intensity of the latter is overestimated, see

Figure 3. The simulations also underestimate the intensity in the low-energy region. Similar

to previous experience, the position of the L2 edge is underestimated by ∼1 eV.41 The

standard active space gives a CS score of 0.975 with no clear improvement in the similarity

with more states or when adding PT2, see SI Section 5.1.

The results are strongly affected by the choice of active space. The similarity increases

significantly when using ten valence orbitals compared to the smaller active spaces with only

five or seven valence orbitals, see Figure 4. This is due to a larger overestimation of the

intensity of the second peak of the L3 edge for the smaller active spaces. The differences
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can be rationalized through an analysis of the changes in the eg and t2g orbital occupations

upon core excitation, see SI Section 5.1. In the larger active space, the major peak can

essentially be assigned to a 2p→ eg transition, while the second peak is dominated by states

with additional t2g → eg excitations. In the smaller active spaces the t2g electrons cannot

correlate properly, which leads to an overestimation of the mixing between the main t62ge
1
g

configuration and highly excited configurations. This mixing leads to more equal intensity

of the two peaks and this translates to a worse agreement with experiment. From Figure 4

it is thus clear that a larger active space gives more accurate results.
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Figure 4: Effect of the active-space selection on the simulated of FeII(P )(ImH)2. Notice
that this comparison is performed using 60 instead of 120 final states per spin multiplicity
and irreducible representation.

Due to the restrictions in the number of excitations, the alternative active spaces with

virtual orbitals in RAS3 can be extended with even more valence orbitals, see Figure 4. How-

ever, a control using RAS3 and the same ten valence orbitals as in the standard active space,

did not reproduce the spectrum obtained when including all valence excitations. Interest-

ingly, the agreement with experiment improved giving a CS score of 0.990. This is because

weak transitions in the low-energy side of the spectrum appear and the relative intensity

of the minor peak improves further, see SI section 5.1. The RAS(22,1,3:3,8,5) space, which

includes additional filled ligand orbitals shows even better agreement with experiment (CS

= 0.992), while extra empty orbitals did have the desired porphyrin character and also did
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not lead to any visible changes in the spectrum. As it is possible that the high similarity of

the alternative active spaces is partly due to artefacts from the division of the valence space,

results from the standard active space will be used in all further comparisons.

The experimental branching ratio of FeII(P )(ImH)2 is 0.68, see Figure 5.27 This is close

to the statistical branching ratio of 2/3 from the number of degenerate states in the L3

(j = 3/2, 4 mj states) and L2 (j = 1/2, 2 mj states) edges. The statistical ratio only holds

in the absence of both spin-orbit coupling in the initial state and electrostatic interactions

between the core hole and the valence electrons in the final states.22 As FeII(P )(ImH)2

lacks spin-orbit coupling in the ground state, the small deviation from 2/3 is due to electro-

static interactions in the final state. The RASPT2 calculations give a significantly smaller

branching ratio (0.58), which is seen in the spectrum as an overestimation of the L2 intensity,

see Figure 3.
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Figure 5: Experimental and RASPT2-calculated branching ratios. Values for Fe(Cl)6 are
from reference,79 Fe(CN)6 from reference91 and Mn(acac)x from reference.15 The yellow
area indicate shows results within the maximum deviation from experiment (0.10). Only
complexes with well-established electronic structures (blue dots) are included when calcu-
lating mean signed and maximum errors.

[FeIII(P )(ImH)2]
+ is a low-spin d5 complex with a doublet (S = 1/2) ground state. On

the low-energy side of the L3 edge there is sharp peak, see Figure 3, assigned to a 2p→t2g

channel. This is followed by the main eg peak, which is significantly broader compared to
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the FeII(P )(ImH)2 spectrum. This is consistent with increased multiplet splittings when

the unpaired eg electron interacts with the t2g hole in the final state. There is no peak on

the high-energy side, which can be explained by the very limited π back-bonding.18,47

The RASPT2 simulations using the standard active space reproduces all experimental

features, the presence of the t2g peak, the multiplet broadening of the eg feature and the

weaker intensity on the high-energy side. The differences are that the intensity of the t2g

peak is underestimated and the intensity drops off too fast at higher energies. The good

agreement over a large part of the L3 edge gives a CS of 0.990, similar to the best results for

the ferrous complex. For the ferric complex, the similarity increases with more states and

RASPT2 gives better results than RASSCF, see SI Section 5.2.

It is clear from a visual inspection that the RAS simulations reproduce the changes in

spectral shape associated with a change in oxidation state. To quantify this, the CS scores

were calculated for the RAS spectra of a given complex and compared to the experimental

spectra of the other complexes. These incorrect pairings gave similarity scores of 0.866 for the

ferrous simulation applied to the ferric experiment, and 0.944 for the reverse combination,

see Figure 6. These values are lower than those of the correct pairings, regardless of the

method used for the simulation.

The experimental branching ratio of [FeIII(P )(ImH)2]
+ is 0.67, slightly smaller than

0.68 measured for the ferrous complex. For this system, the RASPT2 calculations give a

value of 0.63, see Figure 5. This is again an underestimation, but by a smaller amount than

for the ferrous complex.

In addition to spectral shape and branching ratio, the redox state can also be reflected in

the edge position.17,20 For Fe(P )(ImH)2 the maximum of the L3 edge of the ferric complex

is 1.0 eV higher compared to the ferrous one, see Figure 3. Theoretical spectra are aligned to

experiment and to correctly predict the oxidation-state shift the energy corrections should

be the same for both complexes. This requires that the similar active spaces is used in both

calculations. Furthermore, the shift depends on the number of final states in the RASSCF
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Figure 6: Cosine similarities for all possible combinations of three experimental and six
simulated spectra. Solid red boxes show correct electronic structures and dashed red boxes
indicate the correct complex. Numerical values are shown in Table SI 3.

step. Comparing calculations with equal number of states, the predicted energy shift varies

between 0.96 and 1.79 eV, see Figure 7.

Another variable sensitive to oxidation state is the integrated absorption intensity as this,

at least partially, reflects the number of holes in metal-dominated orbitals. For Fe(P )(ImH)2

this intensity, normalized using an edge jump of 1, increases from 38 to 46, when going from

the ferrous to the ferric complex.16,27 The increase of 21% is largely consistent with an

increase in the number of holes from four to five. The calculated intensities are scaled to

experiment and to predict intensity changes requires that these scaling factors are similar

for two complexes. Again comparing calculations with equal number of states, the predicted

intensity change varies between 22% and 27%, see Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Energy difference of the maxima of the L3 edges and integrated intensity differ-
ence for FeII(P )(ImH)2 and [FeIII(P )(ImH)2]

+ from experiment and RAS calculations.
Intensities are normalized using an edge jump of 1.18

Fingerprints of electronic states

For FeII(P ) the lack of axial ligands gives rise to several close-lying d-orbital levels. This

leads to a large number of low-lying electronic states, differing in symmetry and spin multi-

plicity, see Figure 8. The key factor is the ordering of the metal dxz and dyz orbitals relative

to other metal-dominated orbitals.54 These energies depend on the interactions with the π

system of the porphyrin, which rely on correlation pathways involving a large number of

orbital interactions.71
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Figure 8: Schematic representations of selected low-lying states in FeII(P ). X-ray spectra
have been simulated for the states within solid frames.
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The experimental FeII(P ) spectrum has a broad L3 edge, with peaks at 705.7, 706.5

and a main peak at 708.1 eV, see Figure 9.27 There are shoulders both on the low- and

high-energy side of L3 edge. The broad edge reflects the large number of possible multiplet

structures available with several unpaired electrons already in the ground state. The L2 edge

is also broad with a maximum at ∼ 720 eV. The branching ratio is 0.76, which is larger than

for the low-spin Fe(II) complex (ratio of 0.68), consistent with a higher spin multiplicity.22
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Figure 9: RASPT2/ANO-RCC-VDZP L3 edge of FeII(P ) calculated using different low-
lying electronic states with associated cosine similarities. Triplet states (S=1) to the left and
quintet states (S=2) to the right, respectively. The full spectra comparisons are inserted in
the right upper corners.

Four low-energy states as identified in previous high-level CASPT2 calculations have

been simulated, 3A2g, 3Eg, 5A1g, and 5Eg.63 The best agreement is obtained for the 3A2g

simulation, which nicely reproduces most spectral features, see Figure 9. The similarity

score is 0.989, close to the values obtained for the [Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+ complexes, see Figure

6. The main deviation is that the L2 edge is too intense compared to experiment, see Figure

9. This leads to a branching ratio of 0.62, well below the experimental value of 0.76, see

Figure 5. The 3Eg simulation gives a slightly lower match (0.979) and no improvement in

the branching ratio. The 5A1g spectrum has two well-separated L3 peaks, in contrast to the

broader experimental spectrum, see Figure 9. This gives a lower CS score (0.971) compared

to 3A2g. However, the agreement with the experimental branching ratio (0.73 vs. 0.76) is
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much better than for the triplets. Again, the 5Eg show some resemblance to the spectra with

the same multiplicity, especially when it comes to the branching ratios, see Figures 5 and 9.

Comparing the spectra calculated at the same geometries, e.g., the triplet states at the

optimized quintet geometry, changes the ordering of the 3A2g and 3Eg states, but the triplets

show higher similarity than the quintets regardless of geometry. The similarity scores do not

change when using the larger ANO-RCC-VTZP basis. There are also no major differences

between RASSCF and RASPT2 or when changing the number of states. All these results

are shown in SI Section 5.3. Other similarity measures, like the Euclidian distance, also gives

the same ranking of the states, see SI Section 4.

The similarity analysis and branching ratios thus give different assignments of the ground-

state spin multiplicity. This inconsistency could possibly be due to significant mixing of elec-

tronic states, as has already been invoked to explain the unusually large magnetic moments

of FeII(TPP ) and FeII(OEP ).76,92,93 Taking a linear combination of the 3A2g spectrum,

which has the best score, with each of other states further improves the CS score with max-

ima around 80-90% 3A2g, see Figure 10(left). At the same time the branching ratio improves

when mixing in quintet states, and when the fraction 3A2g is below 80% the branching ratio

is within the largest error of any other complex, see Figure 10 (right). Similar results are

obtained when using the same triplet geometry for all states, see Section SI 5.3.

A more stringent way to mix the states is to change their relative energies in the spin-orbit

coupling scheme. For the mixing of 3A2g and 5A1g there is no maximum in the CS score, but

the value does not decrease significantly until the energy difference goes down to 0.1 eV, see

Figure 11. At the same time, the branching ratio improves significantly. For other states,

the spin-orbit mixing procedure gives a maximum in the CS score but the improvement is

relatively small, see SI Section 5.3.
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Discussion

As mentioned above, the three studied complexes together approximate the limiting descrip-

tions of the Fe-O2 bond in hemoglobin. Oxygen binding to Fe(II) results in a singlet, which

is inaccessible for many standard probes. This singlet can be formed from a combination

of different spin multiplicities of iron and oxygen, with antiparallel alignment of either two

singlets FeII−O2, two doublets FeIII−O−
2 or two triplets FeII−O2. The possibility to dis-

tinguish between these alternative electronic structures is here analyzed for four observables,

spectral shape, branching ratio, incident energy, and integrated absorption intensity.

Starting with spectral shape, the use of the cosine similarity makes it possible to quantify

the accuracy and compare between different systems. The two [Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+ complexes

with well-established ground states illustrate the expected accuracy of the RASPT2 simu-

lations. All major spectral features are included, although with errors in relative intensity

and energy similar to what has previously been observed.79 The highest similarity scores

were 0.99, which can be used as a guideline for what can be achieved with a correct applica-

tion of the RASPT2 method. However, for FeII(P )(ImH)2 the high similarity was reached

only by modifying the active space. The increase in intensity of the low-energy region when

adding filled orbitals matches the observations from CTM calculations.18 However, due to

the restrictions in the excitation space the modified active spaces are not of higher quality

than the standard active space. Placing the σ bonding and antibonding orbitals in different

subspaces in RASPT2 ignores the non-diagonal Fock matrix elements between them, which

could be argued to deteriorate the results.37 The low-energy transitions appear in all alterna-

tive active spaces, also when using the same number of orbitals as the standard active space,

but only in RASPT2 and not in RASSCF. It is thus possible that the higher similarity score

is simply due to effects of an incomplete PT2 treatment. These results show the importance

of the choice of active space for the simulations. This makes RAS less predictive, as it can

be difficult to determine whether a deviation from experiment is due to an insufficient active

space or an incorrect electronic state.
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To understand how well the RAS simulations can distinguish between the three alterna-

tive electronic structures, all experimental spectra were matched against all six calculated

spectra, see Figure 6. Based on the CS scores, the simulations identify the correct elec-

tronic state directly from the spectral shape. The smallest difference between a correct and

an incorrect spectrum is 0.02, with the incorrect one being [FeIII(P )(ImH)2]
+ applied to

FeII(P ). To get statistically reliable results requires a much larger benchmark set. Assum-

ing that the difference is 0.02 between correct and incorrect spectra, effects on the CS score

larger than 0.01 should be considered significant.

Inclusion of dynamical correlation has previously led to significant improvements, es-

pecially for systems with strong ligand fields.79,91 For [FeIII(P )(ImH)2]
1+ the CS score

increases from 0.976 to 0.990 when going from RASSCF to RASPT2 due to an improved

description of the t2g-eg ligand-field splitting, see SI Section 5.2. For the other two systems

there are no significant improvements with PT2, possibly because the spectral shapes are

dominated by the multiplet splittings that are well described inside the active space. The

results further depend on the number of final states included in the calculations. For the

present systems, the CS score varies by less than 0.01, but large changes have been observed

previously.79 More final states do not consistently give better matches, see SI Sections 5.1-

5.3, which makes it difficult to give a definitive recommendation. Finally, increasing the

size of the basis set from ANO-RCC-VDZP to ANO-RCC-VTZP in the FeII(P ) calculation

changed CS scores by less than 0.005. Numerical evaluation of the effects of different model

choices makes it possible to optimize the balance between accuracy and computational cost.

A large active space with a smaller basis set is recommended, and PT2 corrections should

be added if computationally feasible.

When it comes to distinguishing between the close-lying electronic states of FeII(P ),

the similarity analysis favors the 3A2g state among the four tested alternatives although the

difference to 3Eg is small. S = 1 is the spin state of most four-coordinate FeII(P ) systems,

but is not consistent with the original S = 2 assignment for solid FeII(TpivPP ).73 Con-
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sidering the delicate balance between spin states in FeII(TpivPP ), a possible explanation

for this discrepancy could be differences in sample preparation. As the X-ray spectra are

collected at temperatures around 220 K,27 while other characterizations were made at room

temperature, another possibility is that the system undergoes a temperature-driven change

in spin state, where the triplet gets more stable with decreasing temperature.

The branching ratio is an alternative tool to assign electronic structure as it is sensitive

to the spin state. Comparisons of the results from seven complexes shows that the RAS

simulations underestimate the branching ratio in this small sample with a mean signed

deviation of -0.014, see Figure 5. Unfortunately, for some complexes there are rather large

deviations between calculation and experiment, with a maximum absolute deviation of 0.10,

or 15%. One possible reason could be experimental uncertainties as the ratio is sensitive to

the modeling of the edge jump as well as differences in decay processes between the edges.

Still, it can be established with reasonable accuracy in transmission and total electron yield

collection modes. A large part of the deviation is therefore likely to come from errors in

the calculations. For some systems, the branching ratio is sensitive to the number of final

states and the deviations could come from the use of a perturbative treatment of the strong

spin-orbit coupling with an incomplete set of states. A more accurate treatment would be

to include the spin-orbit coupling in the orbital optimization, either in a 2- or 4-component

approach.28,32,94,95

Changing the oxidation state only results in a change in the branching ratio by 0.02,

which is small compared to the expected deviatons. However, the calculations predict large

effects on the branching ratio for different spin states of FeII(P ), consistent with observed

differences between high- and low-spin iron complexes.96 Just looking at the branching ra-

tios, quintet states are much better matches than triplets, see Figure 5. The simulated

triplet spectra significantly underestimate the branching ratio, but the agreeement improves

by mixing in quintet contributions through spin-orbit coupling. Unfortunately, the large

uncertainties prevent a definitive assignment of spin state from the branching ratio. When
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it comes to electronic structures with the same multiplicity, both branching ratios and sim-

ilarity scores are close. Energy calculations will often be more appropriate such states, and

the two approaches can always be used to complement each other.

Although spectral shape is a powerful probe of oxidation state, it can sometimes be easier

to identify a change in oxidation state through the spectral shift, e.g., in the presence of more

than one overlapping species. For [Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+ the shift is 1.0 eV. RAS gives a shift

in the right direction, but the value depends on the number of final states and errors are

up to 0.8 eV. This can be compared to an error of 0.3 eV for the 2.0-eV shift observed for

two high-spin manganese complexes where the active space was so small that all possible

final states could be included.21 The dependence of the shift on the number of states can be

overcome using response theory, but this is not implemented at the PT2 level. The integrated

absorption intensity can also be used to separate species of different oxidation states, and

here the changes between ferrous and ferric systems are reasonably well described.

A limitation in the present analysis is that the simulation can deviate from experiment

both in intensity and the relative energy of different features. None of the tested similarity

measures account for peaks that are shifted in energy more than the spectral broadening.

For the heme systems, most features are predicted with only small energy differences, with

the exception of the position of the L2 edge relative to the L3 edge. As long as the analysis

is performed only over one edge at the time, the CS score gives reasonable results for the

present systems. Although the current analysis has been performed for L-edge XAS, the same

approach can also be applied to other types of X-ray spectroscopies e.g., XAS and RIXS in

the metal K pre edge for which we have recently extended the RASPT2 approach.91,97,98

Conclusions

The analysis shows how spin state and symmetry can be assigned from multiconfigurational

simulations of X-ray spectra as an alternative to more and more sophisticated energy calcula-
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tions. RASPT2 calculations reproduce essentially all features of the metal L-edge XAS of the

three heme systems. This shows that good accuracy can be achieved also for medium-sized

molecules using moderate active spaces and small basis sets. By introducing a numerical es-

timate of the similarity between experiment and calculation, it is shown that spectral shape

can distinguish between alternative electronic structures. Significant errors in the calculated

branching ratios make them a less reliable variable. Integrated absorption intensity and inci-

dent energy shift can be used to identify oxidation states. The former is well described with

marginal errors in total intensity when comparing the two [Fe(P )(ImH)2]
0/1+ complexes.

However, the calculations of the incident energy shift between the two complexes depend on

the number of final states included in the calculations. For solid FeII(TpivPP ), the spectral

shape indicates a triplet state. However, to reach decent agreement also for the branching

ratio requires contributions of quintet states through spin-orbit coupling. It is possible that

the system undergoes a temperature-dependent spin transition from S = 2 at room tem-

perature to S = 1 at 220 K. The three complexes tested here represent limiting electronic

structures for O2 binding to heme and RAS simulation of X-ray spectra should be able to

separate these three alternatives. This shows that RAS is a promising method to identify

different electronic structures during catalytic reactions from their X-ray fingerprint.
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